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Current Concepts in Dental
Implantology
2015-02-25

implant dentistry has changed and enhanced
significantly since the introduction of
osseointegration concept with dental implants
because the benefits of therapy became apparent
implant treatment earned a widespread acceptance
therefore the need for dental implants has caused
a rapid expansion of the market worldwide dental
implantology continues to excel with the
developments of new surgical and prosthodontic
techniques and armamentarium the purpose of this
book named current concepts in dental implantology
is to present a novel resource for dentists who
want to replace missing teeth with dental implants
it is a carefully organized book which blends
basic science clinical experience and current and
future concepts this book includes ten chapters
and our aim is to provide a valuable source for
dental students post graduate residents and
clinicians who want to know more about dental
implants

Developing Insights in Cartilage
Repair
2013-10-16

this comprehensive book discusses cartilage repair
and all its aspects these aspects vary from basic
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insights in cartilage biology and regeneration via
mri to results of existing cartilage repair
techniques and upcoming novel approaches
fundamental cartilage biology is the topic covered
within the first chapters of the book these
chapters not only provide an insight in healthy
damaged and regenerative cartilage but also
describe developments in gene therapy and methods
to enhance chondrogenesis of stemcells and prevent
hypertophic differentiation there is a huge
progress in the possibilities of mr imaging of
both healthy damaged and regenerative cartilage
these developments not only enable better
monitoring of cartilage repair but may also
unravel the pathophysiology of the development of
cartilage defects different cartilage repair
techniques e g allografts autologous chondrocytes
transplantation act microfracture there technical
aspects e g developments towards an total
arthroscopic approach pitfalls and outcomes are
reported in the following chapters in these
chapters factors important for the results of
cartilage repair such as meniscal repair patient
factors are described finally an overview of novel
cartilage repair techniques such as minced
cartilage denovo cartilage and more areas are
discussed in this comprehensive addition to the
literature

Advanced Biomaterials
2010-07-02

enables readers to take full advantage of the
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latest advances in biomaterials and their
applications advanced biomaterials fundamentals
processing and applications reviews the latest
biomaterials discoveries enabling readers to take
full advantage of the most recent findings in
order to advance the biomaterials research and
development reflecting the nature of biomaterials
research the book covers a broad range of
disciplines including such emerging topics as
nanobiomaterials interface tissue engineering the
latest manufacturing techniques and new polymeric
materials the book a contributed work features a
team of renowned scientists engineers and
clinicians from around the world whose expertise
spans the many disciplines needed for successful
biomaterials development all readers will gain an
improved understanding of the full range of
disciplines and design methodologies that are used
to develop biomaterials with the physical and
biological properties needed for specific clinical
applications

Intracellular Delivery III
2016-10-31

a critical review is attempted to assess the
status of nanomedicine entry onto the market the
emergence of new potential therapeutic entities
such as dna and rna fragments requires that these
new drugs will need to be delivered in a cell and
organelle specific manner although efforts have
been made over the last 50 years or so to develop
such delivery technology no effective and above
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all clinically approved protocol for cell specific
drug delivery in humans exists as yet various
particles macromolecules liposomes and most
recently nanomaterials have been said to show
promise but none of these promises have so far
been reduced to human clinical practice the focus
of this volume is on cancer indication since the
majority of published research relates to this
application within that we focus on solid tumors
solid malignancies our aim is critically to
evaluate whether nanomaterials both non targeted
and targeted to specific cells could be of
therapeutic benefit in clinical practice the
emphasis of this volume will be on
pharmacokinetics pk and pharmacodynamics pd in
animal and human studies apart from the case of
exquisitely specific antibody based drugs the
development of target specific drug carrier
delivery systems has not yet been broadly
successful at the clinical level it can be argued
that drugs generated using the conventional means
of drug development i e relying on facile
biodistribution and activity after preferably oral
administration are not suitable for a target
specific delivery and would not benefit from such
delivery even when a seemingly perfect delivery
system is available therefore successful
development of site selective drug delivery
systems will need to include not only the
development of suitable carriers but also the
development of drug entities that meet the
required pk pd profile
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